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Abstract This study examines how mentoring through post observation conversations can provide opportunities for feedback and teacher reflection as part of teacher
professional development. Using Conversation Analysis, and building on our previous work, we draw attention to procedural details by which a different role within
the professional role-set is enacted in post observation conversation: feedback-
provider vs. facilitator of reflection. The different role enactment constructs some
episodes as more feedback-oriented while others are more reflection-oriented.
Furthermore, the analysis illustrates how “reflecting through conversations is a discursive process”, situated within the matrix of interaction, which in turn, is shaped
and constrained by sequential organization. This study shows the applicability of
Conversation Analysis as an approach to better understanding post observation conversations and presents a few suggestions for better handling such interaction for
teacher professional development.
Keywords Post observation conversations · Teacher professional development ·
Mentoring · Conversation analysis · Role-set

1

Introduction

Post observation conversations are a core component of teacher education (Farr
2011). They have often been investigated in the context of teacher supervision,
especially for pre-service or novice teachers (e.g. Copland 2010; Timperley 2001),
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but they are also part of in-service/professional development (e.g. Hennessy and
Deaney 2009). Sometimes referred to as ‘mentoring’ or ‘mentoring conversations’
(e.g., Le and Vásquez 2011; Timperley 2001), ‘post observation conferences’, ‘post
observation meetings’, ‘post observation interviews’ (Copland and Mann 2010;
Vásquez 2004; Hennessy and Deaney 2009, respectively), ‘teaching practice feedback sessions’ (Farr 2011), or ‘post observation feedback conferences’ (e.g. Copland
2010, 2011), the different labels do not always differentiate purposes. We have
adopted the label ‘post observation conversation’ (POC) in our school-based collaborative work with experienced teachers (cf. Orland-Barak 2006) because our
purpose was to encourage interactions that were more collegial and less supervisory.
POCs are most often conducted in one-on-one sessions between a mentor and a
teacher after a lesson observation (see, e.g. Copland 2011). The mentoring role
itself can be fraught, with mentors sometimes acting in a supervisory capacity (e.g.
Copland 2010; Timperley 2001) or as collaborators (Hennessy and Deaney 2009;
Orland-Barak 2006). In addition, mentors and teachers may hold different views on
the purpose of a POC. For example, mentors may see the session as collaborative
and their role as mentoring, providing advice and encouragement, with support for
reflection. However, teachers might see the session as one in which they are evaluated and feedback is provided accordingly (Copland 2010), (in this context, see Can
Daşkın this volume; Huth this volume; Walters this volume for work on how CA
may be used as an explicit tool for doing assessment). Thus, POCs represent the
essence of teacher education and professional development efforts in which sometimes contravening orientations (directive vs. reflective; evaluative vs. relational
[e.g., Farr 2011]) co-exist. Our study is an attempt to zoom in on this essential site
of teacher professional development by placing it under the microscopic lens of
Conversation Analysis. By focusing on fine-grained micro-level details of interactional particulars of POCs (e.g. Waring 2014, 2013; Vásquez and Reppen 2007) and
informed by Merton’s (1968) concept of role-set, the analysis reveals how different
roles within the role-set are prioritized in different episodes with contravening orientations. The enactment of these roles can lead to episodes which are either
feedback-oriented or reflection-oriented. The findings of the study provide insights
into the dynamic nature of the mentor’s role and how to better manage the discursive process of POCs.

2

Mentoring, Feedback, and Reflection Within POCs

Mentoring can be regarded as a hierarchical and one-way effort, suggesting an
asymmetrical relationship between the teacher and the mentor. This understanding
of mentoring is reflected in some research efforts that look into teacher-teacher
educator conferences. For example, Waite (1993) reveals this assumption by categorizing teachers into three types: passive, collaborative and adversarial. It is assumed
that mentors take a primary discourse role by providing feedback on a teacher’s
practice, while the teacher’s discourse role is to respond to that feedback. As
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observed by Chamberlin (2000), however, teacher supervision models (for both pre-
service and in-service) have changed to one of ‘reflective supervision’ in which
engaging teachers in talk and reflection takes a primary focus.
An increasing amount of research is responding to the call for research on interactive process of POCs. For example, Vásquez (2004) provides an analysis on
politeness strategies used in delivering suggestions and advice to teachers. Copland
(2011) shows how face isnegotiated in POCs by drawing on the framework of linguistic ethnography and the concept of face (Goffman 1967). Orland-Barak (2006)
examines conversational triggers, participation, endings, and content in professional
conversations in a training program for mentors and finds that different types of
conversations can develop based on the way participants orient themselves toward
problems, contexts or ideologies and assumptions.
Banerjee and Pawley (2011) explore the process and consequence of engaging
teachers in reflective conversations to see how the interview process might lead to
new realizations and actions through reflection. Video stimulated reflection dialogue between university-based researchers and school-based teachers has shown
that the nature of dialogue varied from more monologic to more dialogic depending
on who is in control of the discourse and the extent to which control was individual
or shared (Jones et al. 2009, see also Hennessy et al. 2011; Mann and Walsh 2013).
Some prior studies focus on question types. For example, Ashraf and Rarieya have
suggested that mentor questions need to be “more specific, focused and critical”
(2008: 273).
However, research on POCs that utilizes the rigorous analytic power of
Conversation Analysis, which enables micro details of interactional procedures to
come into view, is only beginning to emerge (Kim and Silver 2016; Waring 2014).

3

Mentoring as a Role-Set

Mentoring is a multifaceted job in which mentors enact a variety of roles ranging
“from modelling and instructing to being information sources, co-thinkers and
inquirers, evaluators, supervisors and learning companions” (Orland-Barak 2006:
14). The multifaceted nature of the work can sometimes lead to contravening orientations: directive vs. reflective, evaluative vs. relational (e.g., Farr 2011). Mentors’
status in POCs vis-à-vis teachers are further complicated by the fact that while mentors are experts in the new strategies introduced in the professional development
program, teachers are experts in their classrooms with contextual and practice
knowledge. Hence, a mentor’s advice is bound to be contingent on the teacher’s
contextual and practice knowledge. Inevitably, the mentor needs to manage the delicate balance between dispensing advice and feedback while respecting the teacher’s
territory and expertise. Furthermore, if facilitating reflection, rather than evaluation,
is the main purpose of the activity, the teacher needs to be the primary voice of the
interaction. This seems to present a difficult task to the mentor – structuring interaction in a way that the other person becomes the primary voice.
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The inherent contradictions in the evaluative and collaborative roles of mentors
(Aspfors et al. 2012) is not a problem confined to teacher professional development.
Sarangi (2010: 83) observes that academic professionals “find themselves in competing and conflicting roles when acting out supervisor and assessor responsibilities
simultaneously in relation to a student’s dissertation/project. While one part of the
role-set is meant to be one of facilitating and scaffolding, the other part is one of
gatekeeping”.
Merton’s concept of role-set – a “complex of roles associated with a single social
status” (1957: 111, see also Merton 1968) provides a useful framework for understanding the contradictory aspects of mentor roles. Sarangi (2010: 91) highlights
that role-set goes beyond static social status and “is operationalized at the social
interactional level”.
This provides a crucial insight that helps us better understand our data where
contravening orientations loom and pull at each other. From our previous analysis
(Kim and Silver 2016), we are aware that even within data collected in the same
setting1 the action of providing feedback eclipses the effort of facilitating reflection
in some episodes while reflection seems to flow more naturally in other episodes.
Kim and Silver (2016) attempt to identify the difference by focusing on the design
features of a mentor’s initial query. In this chapter, we take a more embodied
approach which illustrates how mentors enact different roles (feedback provider vs.
reflection facilitator) through interactional procedures, with a particular focus on
gaze and other non-verbal interactional resources. We argue further that the different roles enacted by the mentor serve to activate different roles for the teacher in a
complementary role structure.

4
4.1

Methodology
Setting and Participants

The data we discuss are drawn from a larger teacher professional development project in which instructional strategies for reading comprehension and discussion were
introduced to a group of primary school teachers in Singapore. The primary strategy
introduced, ‘Questioning the Author’ [QtA] (Beck and McKeown 2006), emphasizes the use of ‘queries’ and ‘follow up moves’ to foster reading comprehension
through discussion. Though the strategy has been used elsewhere for 10 years or
more, it was new to these teachers and this school. The teachers voluntarily joined
the research project which targeted professional development, classroom discourse,
and reading comprehension. The professional development process included

The two mentors and six teachers all had the same guidelines on the purpose of the session and
expected behaviours.
1
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Fig. 1 Seating arrangement

collaborative work between the mentors and teachers by introducing new instructional strategies, developing and providing feedback on lesson plans, observing lessons, and engaging the teachers in POCs (Silver and Png 2016).
The specific purpose of the POCs discussed in this analysis was to provide mentoring through opportunities for feedback and reflection. Protocols for the POCs
(Silver and Png 2012) required that a laptop for viewing the lesson video be given
to the participating teacher, so she2 could decide when/if to pause for discussion.
See Fig. 1 for the seating arrangement for the POCs. Mentors viewed the videos
prior to the POC and selected some possible discussion points; however, these might
not be used during the actual POC if other points for discussion came up. If the
teachers watched the video continuously without pause or comment, mentors were
instructed to ask: “Is there anything you want to comment on?” (or similar) after a
period of approximately 3 min.
Six experienced teachers participated in the project and all of them were familiar
with the POC process at the time of recording (approximately halfway through the
school year). The two mentors who engaged in the POCs were university-based
researchers at the local teacher training institute.3 Table 1 provides an overview of
the participants.

Given the small number of participants and since most participants were female (five out of six)
and gender is not under discussion in this chapter, we have opted to use all female names in order
to maintain participant anonymity.
3
As the focus of our analysis concerns the minutiae of interactional behaviors that enact differing
mentor roles in the role-set rather than the individual characteristics of each mentor, we refer to
‘the mentor’ throughout our discussion.
2
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Table 1 Participating teachers and mentors
Teachera
Sheila
Charlotte
Mazian
Anita
Rashida
Hazel
a

Abbreviation
SHE
CHA
MAZ
ANI
RAS
HAZ

Mentora
Regina
Regina
Regina
Regina
Rachel
Rachel

Abbreviation
MTR
MTR
MTR
MTR
MTR
MTR

All names are pseudonyms

5

Analysis

Words only transcripts were made of the entire data set, which amounted to roughly
12 h of recordings. Given the nature of the POCs, with segments of silent video
watching punctuated by segments of talk initiated by the teacher or mentor, we
define ‘episode’ as a segment of talk about the observed lesson demarcated by
watching a video of the lesson without talk. As the first author went through the
video and audio recordings examining the episodes, a few potential themes emerged
including when and how the teacher launches trouble talk and how the mentor
invites teacher reflections. A few more rounds of preliminary analysis revealed the
contrastive sequential organization between teacher-initiated and mentor-initiated
episodes. The slightly turbulent nature of the opening sequences of mentor-initiated
episodes caught our eyes and a decision was made to focus on the opening sequences
of mentor-initiated episodes. Relevant episodes were identified and fragments transcribed to Jeffersonian standards of transcription were made. In Kim and Silver
(2016), we showed that who initiated an episode served as an important factor
which affected subsequent sequential development by presenting the two sequences
which started with the virtually identical form of query except that the query in one
episode was a response to the teacher’s initiating action of stopping the video. The
focus of this chapter is on illustrating how mentors enact a different role in the role-
set through their interactional behavior. Specific features of those interactional
behaviors include establishing mutual gaze, the timing of the question, etc. The
onset and duration of gaze is marked by dotted underline in the transcript to show
the choreography of verbal and non-verbal behavior. We start by presenting a representative example of teacher-initiated and mentor-initiated episode with special
focus on embodied features of the participants’ behavior.

6

Teacher-Initiated vs. Mentor-Initiated Episodes

It is quite clear that when the teacher initiates an episode, the episode unfolds more
smoothly than when the mentor initiated the episode as can be seen in Excerpt 1.
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Excerpt 1: It Tastes Horrible (Charlotte: 12:37v pt.1)

After more than 1 min of silently watching the video, Charlotte, the teacher,
chuckles a bit and takes up the mouse while commenting “this is interesting”. As
Charlotte utters the penultimate syllable of the word “interesting” (see the dotted
underline in line 02), the mentor looks up from her notes. In line 03 during the 0.9
pause, the mentor leans forward to the screen. Charlotte offers her observation while
looking at the screen with a smiling face (line 04–05, 07–08). The mentor turns to
Charlotte at the point when Charlotte utters the verb, “commenting” (line 04) and
keeps her gaze toward her until Charlotte utters the adjective “horrible” (line 10). As
Charlotte starts to laugh after the adjective “horrible”, the mentor shifts her gaze
back to the computer screen and joins in the laughter, thereby constructing a shared
affective stance (Goodwin et al. 2012). Charlotte then continues to share her observation. In this episode, as the teacher had something to comment on and stopped the
video, the mentor was able to take a listener role enacted through her gaze and body
posture directed toward the teacher as the teacher provides her observation. A more
challenging case is when the mentor needs to initiate an episode. We found quite a
few initial queries in mentor-initiated episodes that are met with a non-embracing
stance4 (Schegloff 2007: 171). Excerpt 2 presents a representative example of
such a case.

Sequentially, one of the things that the mentor’s initial question does is to initiate a topic. In this
sense, the teacher’s response can be viewed as taking an either embracing or non-embracing stance
toward the topic-proffer (Schegloff 2007).
4
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Excerpt 2: What Happened for That one (Hazel: 7:11v pt.2)

Until the mentor initiated the episode by asking the question “so what happened
for that one?” (line 1), both the mentor and the teacher, Hazel, had been watching
the video recording. As the mentor initiates the question, her body is slightly turned
toward the teacher while pointing her index finger to the screen. Hazel’s gaze is
maintained toward the laptop screen as she utters a non-lexical vocalization (mm:)
followed by the non-embracing stance of “what you mean what happened?” (line
6). Then, Hazel stops the video (line 7). Faced with this non-embracing stance
response, the mentor provides an account for her question (line 8 and 10) with her
gaze still fixed on the screen. Hazel makes an attempt at turn entry with “cos” (line
9). At the moment when the mentor utters the second syllable of the word “somebody” (line 10), she turns her gaze briefly toward Hazel, but soon redirects her gaze
up in the air. On the other hand, Hazel’s gaze is still fixed on the screen as she makes
a second attempt at an entry into the interaction by recycling the verb “said” from
the mentor’s turn (line 11). At the point where her turn reaches the verb “have”,
Hazel’s gaze is turned to the mentor. With her gaze maintained on the mentor, Hazel
briefly pauses in the middle of her turn until the mentor turns her gaze to Hazel (line
14), hence establishing the first mutual gaze since the episode began.
We argue that the mentor’s inquiry “what happened for that one” was placed in a
sequentially premature position given that both the teacher’s and the mentor’s gaze
were toward the laptop screen when the question was asked. The question rather
served as a request to stop the video and thus to initiate an episode but did not serve
very well as a reflection-provoking question as indicated by the perplexed stance
expressed by the teacher. Some kind of sequential work seems to be necessary to
mobilize the teacher’s attention toward the plane of verbal interaction from watching
the video.
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Having shown the contrasting sequential organization that teacher-initiated and
mentor-initiated episodes typically encounter, we move on to show how mentors,
through particular details of their interactional behavior, enact a different role in the
role set in mentor-initiated episodes, noting that mentors can still enact a role as a
facilitator of reflection in such episodes.

7

Feedback-Oriented vs. Reflection-Oriented

We noted that in some episodes of the POCs, providing feedback was realized as a
central action while in others more reflection was elicited and shared. The mentors
were enacting a slightly different role in the role-set, i.e., feedback provider or facilitator of reflection, which was revealed though the minutiae of their interactional
behavior. These minutiae of interactional behavior saliently included embodied features such as gaze and body posture, as well as questioning strategies. In this section, we show how different roles in the role-set are interactionally realized. This
analysis responds specifically to the concern for how mentors can manage potentially contradictory roles.
Excerpt 3 is initiated by the mentor who asks the teacher, Hazel, to stop the video
(line 2). This is soon followed by the mentor’s question “You wanna: (.) comment
something? (line 7). In Excerpt 3, as the invitation to comment is turned down by
the teacher (line 9), the mentor proceeds to provide her feedback using a typical
structure in which positive assessment precedes negative assessment, where the
negative assessment is often the main point. The negative assessment begins with
“but the only thing was” in line 25. As the mentor sums up her point (line 27–28, 30,
32–33), another “but” appears (line 33). Note the 0.8 s pause in line 36 where the
mentor has stopped in the middle of her sentence. From the syntactic point of view,
this clearly constitutes an intra-turn pause. However, it is turned into an inter-turn
pause when Hazel (the teacher) provides the rest of the sentence (gone back to the
girl), making it very similar to DIU (Designedly Incomplete Utterances) as described
in Koshik (2002).5 This is validated as an expected action and confirmed by the
mentor’s response “you’re right”. Then, the mentor continues to elaborate on the
idea. Excerpt 3 presents a feedback-focused episode in that the mentor’s initial invitation for comment is rejected and the mentor immediately proceeds to provide her
feedback. The teacher’s subsequent action to guess at the mentor’s feedback by
completing the mentor’s unfinished turn makes the mentor’s feedback an even more
central action. The mentor’s ratification of the teacher’s response with “you’re right”
not only affirms the content of the guess made by the teacher, but also validates the
action, which serves to consolidate feedback as a main action expected in this
speech event.
5
Probably, this is one type of DIU, but there is also a slight difference since the mentor’s turn in
line 33 and 35 does not begin with the teacher’s words, as in the case of DIU, but her own observation (“I felt that maybe you should have”).
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Excerpt 3: You Wanna Comment Something? (Hazel: 13:08v pt.1)

This makes a good contrast to Excerpt 4, which is initiated by the mentor’s
request to stop the video (similar to Excerpt 3). Anita is the teacher and Regina is
the mentor.
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Excerpt 4: Can We Stop for a Moment (Anita: 20:50v pt.1)

As the mentor makes a request to stop the video, Anita clicks the mouse with her
gaze still on the screen. The mentor makes a comment on how Anita is listening
(line 5), her gaze now turned to Anita. The teacher acknowledges the mentor’s comment with an affirmative token ‘y:ah’ with a smiling face, but with her gaze still on
the screen. Then, the mentor asks a rather factual question, “can you hear?”, in
response to which Anita offers what she is currently observing (line 8–9). As she
does so, her gaze shifts to the mentor, from the second syllable of “mentioned”
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onward. Mutual gaze is established at this moment and lasts until line 15 when
Anita turns her gaze back to the screen as she wraps up her response, thus resuming
the watching activity. During these few seconds of mutual gaze, the mentor initiates
a repair via repetition plus wh-word “about the what?” (line 11); Anita not only
repairs but also elaborates on the meaning of the student’s contribution (lines 12–13,
15). As Anita is about to wrap up her response and turns her gaze back to the screen,
the mentor issues another question, this time, phrased in a way to elicit the teacher’s
reflection of what she has observed as opposed to factual description, “A:nd so (.)
what was your?” (line 17). Anita offers her observation of how she found the students’ contribution going beyond her expectations. At this point, the mentor provides a reformulation of the upshot of Anita’s previous turn (line 27), which elicits
an intense acknowledgement (line 28) from Anita. Then, the mentor provides a
summarizing characterization of what the teacher has been observing so far (line
29–30), in response to which, Anita offers her current observation again. Finally, the
mentor moves on to a question that is designed to more directly provoke the teacher’s reflection, “why do you think that was?” (line 42). In Excerpt 4, what we
observe is the mentor escalating the level of her query from a very simple factual
question to a reflection-oriented one. Rather than jumping into her feedback point
immediately or asking a reflection-provoking question right after initiating the episode or using the reflection-provoking question as an opening query, the mentor
manages to elicit the teacher’s observation by beginning with a more light-toned
question, i.e., “Can you hear?”. Only when Anita has offered her observation, does
the mentor moves on to ask a question that gently pushes the teacher to reflect more
on what she has just observed, “why do you think that was?” (line 42).
In addition to the stepwise escalation of the question types from factual to reflective, the use of gaze is again seen to be a critical resource in bringing out more from
the teacher. In Excerpt 4, Anita’s gaze is on the screen even when she clicks the
mouse to stop the video, as requested by the mentor, and responds to the mentor’s
comment “you’re listening very intently” with “y:ah”. It is in the middle of Anita’s
next utterance, i.e., describing what she is observing in response to the mentor’s
question “can you hear?”, that her gaze is turned to the mentor (note the underlined
part in lines 8–9). When Anita’s gaze is turned toward the mentor as she utters the
verb “mentioned”, the first mutual gaze between the mentor and the teacher is
established. Throughout the subsequent repair sequence, Anita’s gaze is directed to
the mentor (lines 11–15). As she finishes her description, she turns her gaze back to
the screen (line 15) thereby indicating that she is ready to resume the watching
activity. At this point, however, the mentor, with her body slightly turned toward
Anita, continues the episode by saying “a:nd” as she leans forward. As the mentor
utters the next word “so”, Anita’s gaze turns back to the mentor and the mentor’s
remaining question ensues, “what was your?”, which is left incomplete but successfully elicits Anita’s response. A similar pattern of eye gaze is observed between
lines 24 through 29 as well. In line 24, as Anita’s turn is coming to an end with a
positive assessment of the student’s comment, her gaze is turned back to the
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computer screen (note the underlined part in line 24 and 26). However, with the
mentor’s reformulation (line 27) of the upshot of Anita’s previous turn, Anita turns
her gaze back to the mentor as she produces an intense agreeing response with a
high-pitched intonation contour (line 28). Having secured Anita’s gaze, the mentor
begins her turn, which eventually serves to elicit the teacher’s reflection on more
general level (lines 29–30, 41–42).
Initiating a verbal episode involves transition from an activity of watching the
video together with talking about it. Both parties, but particularly the non-initiating
participant might need some priming to orient attention to the plane of interaction
from the lesson-watching activity. Gaze seems to be a good indicator for whether
the party is ready to engage in the interactional plane at a deeper level. When asked
without preparatory interactional work indicated (for example, by the lack of establishing mutual gaze), the question intended to elicit teacher’s reflection does not
seem to serve its function very well. Consider Excerpt 5.
Excerpt 5: What Do You Think About the Ending of the Lesson? (Hazel:
11:48v pt.2)

In this mentor-initiated episode, the mentor begins by making a comment that
they are watching the ending of the lesson and soliciting a confirmation from the
teacher (note the turn-final increment “right”) (line 2). Hazel, the teacher, immediately provides a confirming response (line 3), which is followed by the mentor’s
question, “what do you think about the ending of the lesson?”6 What is noteworthy
here is that up until this point, both the mentor’s and the teacher’s gaze are toward
See Kim and Silver (2016) for how the sequence-initial broad wh-question is negatively oriented
to by the teacher.
6
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the screen though the mentor’s gaze is briefly shifted toward the teacher as she asks
the “what do you think about …” question. With her gaze still toward the computer
screen, the teacher utters her response in a soft voice, which turns out to be an open
class repair initiation (line 6). The teacher’s gaze briefly shifts toward the mentor
during the moment when she utters the phrase “you mean”, but soon returns to the
screen. In response to this, the mentor takes the mouse and stops the video first,
while maintaining her gaze toward the laptop screen (line 7). After she stopped the
video, the mentor gazes at the teacher as she is producing the elongated thinking
token “m::” (line 8). This brings the teacher’s gaze toward the mentor, which establishes a mutual gaze.
We argue that the mentor’s question in line 4 “wha- what do you think about
the ending of the lesson?”, while well formulated, was issued at a sequentially
premature position as both the mentor’s and the teacher’s gaze were directed to
the computer screen at the point when the question was asked. It is only in line 8
that the first mutual gaze between the teacher and the mentor is established in
this episode. As the mentor elaborates on her question (line 8), the teacher still
seems to be a bit perplexed about the import of the question as she defends her
action by saying “cos usually that’s what we will do hor after lesson” (lines 10
and 12). As the mentor further elaborates on why she has asked that question
(line 15 and 16), the teacher finally expresses her realization about what the
problem was, prefacing with the change-of-state token “oh” (line 17). This is
receipted by the mentor’s acknowledgement “right, YA” (line 18) and another
“right” (line 20).
Similar to Excerpts 2 and 3, the overall structure of the episode shows that the
mentor’s initiating query is treated by the teacher as a display question as the
teacher tries to figure out what the intent of the question is. This understanding
is confirmed by the mentor’s ratification of the teacher’s response. While the
teacher and the mentor were able to achieve a shared stance on the problem later
(line 17 and 18), the overall structure of the episode reveals a clear mentordirectedness. The mentor asked a question, which sets up the teacher’s response
in a way that attempts to make a guess at what the intent of the mentor’s
question is.
We argue that an episode can be constructed into a feedback-oriented one by
the interactional procedures deployed by the mentor, such as using the wh-question as a perspective-display question (Maynard 1991; see below) and immediately explicating why she asked the question when the query is met with a
non-embracing stance. Excerpt 6 is another example, with another type of nonembracing stance, a claim of no knowledge, responding to the mentor’s initiating query.
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Excerpt 6: What Do You Think About It? (Rashida: 53:51a)

In line 4, the mentor first specifies the theme of evaluation (“the discussion of
how to handle ↓ that uhm vocabulary”), and then seeks the teacher’s own evaluation
by asking, “what do you think about it?” In the beginning, both the mentor’s and the
teacher’s gaze are directed toward the laptop screen and it is only half way through
the mentor’s initial inquiry (see underline in line 4–5) that the mentor’s gaze is
turned to Rashida, the teacher. With her gaze still maintained on the laptop screen,
Rashida provides a half smile and releases a puff of air which almost resembles a
sigh, and she responds, “I don’t know”, at the end of which she turns to the mentor,
smiling. This is followed by her laughter, which serves to remedy the dispreferred
status of her previous response (Glenn 2003; Haakana 2001). In partial overlap with
the laughter, the mentor goes ahead and provides feedback, i.e., starting with an
account on the teacher’s behalf (“at at this point maybe (.) partly like you said (.)
because you got distracted and your train of thoughts were affected already”), and
pointing out what Rashida did not do (“you didn’t (0.6) attempt to like (.) get anyone to try and offer to explain”). The teacher provides acknowledgment tokens at
TRPs (transition relevant places) (lines 14 and 19), and in turn-final overlap with the
mentor’s turn, provides an agreeing response that admits the mentor’s negative feedback (“I was actually telling them” in line 21). Note that the mentor’s turn is also
finished with “right” (both in line 16 and line 23), which is hearable as the mentor
seeking the teacher’s agreement. The episode is wrapped up as Rashida provides
another acknowledgement token (line 24) and clicks the mouse to resume the video.
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The initial mentor question, “what do you think about it?” (line 5), is treated as a
display question as shown by the subsequent sequential development, i.e., the teacher’s response of no-knowledge claim, and the original speaker going ahead to give
her view on this, which is accompanied by the teacher’s effort to acknowledge and
accept this view. This sequential organization is a characteristic feature of a
feedback-oriented episode.
The mentor’s initiating queries in Excerpts 2, 3, 5, and 6 serve a similar role
as that of a perspective-display question observed in the medical discourse literature (Maynard 1991). The query is designed not only to elicit the recipient’s
opinion, but also to lead to the display of the asker’s own view, thus constructing
the overall discourse pattern as feedback-oriented. It might have been the case
that the mentor wanted to provide an opportunity for the teacher to reflect upon
the particular point of the lesson and use the teacher’s reflection as a link to
build toward her feedback point. However, as the inquiry was met with a nonembracing stance, the mentor had to go ahead to present her feedback point
directly, resulting in a feedback-oriented episode with less teacher reflection
generated.
In contrast to instances where the mentor initiates the episode with a “what do
you think about …” type of query, the episodes we identify as reflection-oriented
ones show substantial preliminary work before the mentor either presents her feedback or asks reflection-provoking questions such as “what do you think about it?”.
Excerpt 7 presents a good example. Charlotte is the teacher and Regina is
the mentor.
After almost 3 min of silent watching, the mentor initiates the episode by saying
“can I ask y’a question about this part?”. During the subsequent 1.3 s pause (line 3),
Charlotte drags the mouse and stops the video. The mentor’s initiating move in line
2 is what has been termed as a pre-pre in CA literature (Schegloff 1980). Schegloff
(ibid.) observes that turn formats such as “Can I ask you a question?” “Let me tell
you something” project a stated action/turn in the subsequent sequences (e.g. question or telling), but that what immediately follows is not the stated action/turn;
instead they are something else. The utterances that immediately follow such turn
formats are best characterized as ‘preliminary’ or ‘prefatory’ to the projected action.
In this sense, turn formats such as “Can I ask you a question” are termed as preliminaries to preliminaries (‘pre pre’).
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Excerpt 7: Using the KWL7 Chart (Charlotte: 22:23v, pt. 1)

The overall structure of the mentor’s inquiry in Excerpt 7 shows this very well.
After Charlotte’s go-ahead response (which was realized with her action of stopping
the video), what follows the mentor’s initial query (i.e., “So, now, in this, in this
case, you’re introducing them to KWL chart or?”) is not the question projected by
the mentor’s initial move, but a preliminary to the main questions that would come
up later, “it’s okay if you tell me, why did you choose to use KWL with this
KWL is a reading instructional strategy that encourages students to make use of prior knowledge
(what they Know), make predictions or form questions about what they Want to find out, and then
make note of what they have Learned in a chart format before, during and after reading (Ogle 1986).
7
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particular passage?” (lines 23, 24) and another one, “having given the lesson, do
you feel like KWL .hh is a (0.7) useful or effective strategy? for teaching this passage?”, which is presented as Excerpt 7-1 below.
Excerpt 7-1: Effectiveness of KWL (Charlotte: 22:23v pt1)

Note that the two main questions, though projected at the beginning of the episode, are asked only after quite a bit of talk has been generated from Charlotte
regarding the particular practice she adopted, i.e., the use of a KWL chart. There are
two points worth noting in understanding why and how this preliminary work was
necessary and led to successful elicitation of teacher reflection. First, the main question, “why did you choose to use KWL with this particular passage?” could be a
sensitive one,8 possibly interpreted as a challenging one. Both the way in which the
mentor’s question is formulated (the addition of the mitigating hedge, “it’s okay if
you tell me” before the main part of the question) and the way that Charlotte
responds attest to this. Note that Charlotte’s response demonstrates a considerable
amount of difficulty. Her turn in line 25 in Fragment 7 starts with “m::”, a token that
indicates that the speaker is in the thinking mode, which is followed by 3.6 s pause.
Then, she repeats the wh-word ‘why’ from the mentor’s question in a soft voice,
which is hearable as directed to herself. Eventually, she starts her response with
“because” preceded by laughter and an in-drawn breath (line 25). This delay in the
teacher’s answer along with her laughter is hearable as a self-deprecating acknowledgement that she just followed the suggestion in the specified curriculum,
STELLAR (lines 25–26, 28, 30).9 Given that the mentor’s question was a potentially challenging one, the preliminary sequential work to ensure that they are on the
same page in understanding what is happening at that particular moment of interaction seems to be mandatory before presenting the main question. The mentor
acknowledges the teacher’s answer, that she followed the recommendation of
STELLAR, and asks a further question about whether the teacher follows the unit
plan very closely or changes it at her own discretion (lines 36–39, 41).
The sequence digresses quite a bit as the teacher elaborates on the matter of
whether she follows the unit plan closely or not before the mentor resumes her main

Note that the purpose of this teacher professional development program was to introduce a new
reading instruction strategy, QtA. However, for the lesson under discussion in this POC, the teacher
had been told to choose any reading instructional strategy she deemed appropriate. The teacher
chose to use KWL, a strategy recommended by the national curriculum (STELLAR).
9
STELLAR stands for “Strategies for English Language Learning and Reading”, the English
Language curriculum for primary school in Singapore. See http://www.stellarliteracy.sg/
8
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question by asking “having given the lesson, do you feel like KWL is a useful or
effective strategy for teaching this passage?” (lines 102–105). In the deleted lines
(the ending of Excerpt 7 and the beginning of Excerpt 7-1, lines 43–101, deleted
due to space constraints), the mentor and teacher spend quite a bit of time discussing
the use of a semantic map. This incidental digression provided a great opportunity
for contingent reflection to arise from the teacher as the talk led to somewhere
unplanned.
The mentor summarizes the talk generated in the digression thus far “so far
(semantic map is) not your favorite strategy” (not included in the transcript) and
picks up her main question by saying “I was asking about KWL” (line 102 in
Excerpt 7-1). Excerpts 7 and 7-1 show the nice balance between the contingent
nature of conversation and the planned aspect of institutional talk. The mentor has a
specific inquiry in mind when she requests stopping the video, but rather than
immediately going to the inquiry by asking “what do you think about …?”, the mentor effectively uses a preliminary move to generate some talk from the teacher,
which serves to prepare the teacher for the main question. Furthermore, letting the
talk digress a bit and allowing more flexibility resulted in more opportunities for
teacher talk leading to oral reflection (see also Mann and Walsh 2013).
The talk that follows Excerpt 7-1 (presented as Excerpt 7-2 below) also reveals
that the mentor had asked the question (lines 102–105, Excerpt 7-1) without having
an answer in mind, or at least she did not present her views on it. In response to the
mentor’s second question (line 102–105), Charlotte advanced her opinion that KWL
was an effective strategy to teach the particular passage, elaborating on what could
have made it even more effective – incorporation of ICT (Information and
Communication Technology).
Excerpt 7-2: Mm mkay That Was All (Charlotte: 22:23v pt.1)

Here, the mentor acknowledges Charlotte’s response with a short comment,
“interesting” (line 158), and briefly takes a look at her notes (line 159), then suggests moving on to the next part of the video (line 160).
Lastly, a similar, but slightly different example of reflection-oriented episode is
provided. In Excerpt 8, the mentor initiates the episode by making a request to stop
the video.
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Excerpt 8 Did You Use All of These Questions . .? (Mazian: 20:58v pt. 2)
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

MTR:
MTR:
MAZ:

MTR:

MAZ:

MTR:

(okay) can you pause it?
(1.8)((mouse click))
okay. so did you use all of these questions that you have
which your follow up queries?
(0.6)
eeya. (0.4) er::
(0.6)
˚well˚ er::
(0.9)
ya I did
okay. >so like this one. Uh: you’re at<- we:ll er:m lets
see. Why do you think the author included history on
bukit ho swee’s fire? Well- I- was a where- how did the(0.3) what. how did the students respond to that, that’s my
question cos I couldn't really tell their answers=
=er the first girl who say it >uh the first girl who
responded say< well cos er: it was the biggest f:ire.
(1.9) <e:rm it was the biggest fire.> .hh when I- I think I
could have sh- (0.4) erm asked her like what do you mean by
biggest fire? (0.4) maybe: (0.3) erm get her to elaborate
on that .hh cos what happen was ah I’ve realise what I did
was oh biggest fire okay, anyone e:lse? (0.7) when I
could have just use that oh:: (0.5) e:r so so what so
what if it’s the biggest fire? erm what (0.5) hh. what’s:
Wha:t (0.4) did that biggest fie r:esult in? (0.8) or
what (.) did that biggest fire,
(1.8)
y::a he- wh- remember before I was saying like (2.6)
(tongue click) (my pen’s not working) so if you’ve got slike, students one two three make a comment, and you can:,
and you (.) can a:sk the students like the second student
responds you can a:sk or you can p:oint out how this idea
is connected to the first student’s idea or if it’s not,
connected and then how the third student’s ideas connected,

The mentor’s initial request to stop the video (line 01) is followed by a specific
query, “so did you use all of these questions that you have which’re your follow up
queries?” (lines 3–4). The teacher provides an affirmative answer (line 6), but the
response is provided in a cautious manner rather than being readily forthcoming
(lines 5–10). This is indicated by the initial delay (line 5), lengthening of the initial
semi-consonant of “eeya” (line 6), which in turn is followed by “well” and vocalization “er::” that indicates that she is doing recalling (line 8), and finally a confirmation (line 10) after another 0.9 s pause (line 9). The slow manner in answering
indicates not only that Mazian is being careful in providing a ‘yes’ answer, but,
more importantly, it suggests that the teacher is recalling what she was doing at that
moment in the lesson. The mentor acknowledges Mazian’s answer (“mkay” in line
11), and after going through rather extensive self-repair (lines 11, 12, 13), comes up
with another factual question, i.e., “how did the students respond to that, that’s my
question” (lines 14–15). This question prompts the teacher to construct a verbal
description of how the students responded. Mazian’s first TCU “the first girl who
say it” is self-repaired to “the first girl who responded say”. Then, rather than
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proceeding to presenting what the girl has said, her turn is briefly stopped by “well
cos er:”. Finally, she says “it was the biggest fire”. However, this is followed by
1.9 s pause and she repeats it again in a very slow manner (line 18), which is hearable as if she is thinking about that moment of the interaction. This interpretation is
confirmed as Mazian offers her self-reflection from this point onward, seen in lines
18–26, (“when I- I think I could have sh- (0.4) erm asked her like what do you mean
by biggest fire?...I’ve realize what I did was…when I could have…”). Mazian’s
reflection, however, does not seem to hit the mark in terms of what the mentor is
getting at. After a 1.8 s pause (line 27), the mentor briefly acknowledges Mazian’s
response and proceeds to provide feedback (beginning with “remember?” in line
28), which continues until line 85.10 The gist of the feedback is that the teacher can
use her queries to push the students to make connections between what other students have said and what is written in the passage. This harkens back to the mentor’s
initial query (line 3–4) in the current episode, “so did you use all of these questions
that you have which’re your follow up queries?”. Though the teacher’s reflection
elicited through the mentor’s question was not exactly what the mentor was getting
at – making a link between what the students had said – the mentor successfully
elicits oral reflection from the teacher as can be seen in teacher’s verbalization in
lines 18–26. The verbalization reveals the teacher’s currently ongoing thinking
about alternative instructional practices she could have adopted, which in turn
seems to have helped the teacher primed for the upcoming feedback point.

8

Discussion and Conclusion

Close examination of the interactional features of these POCs have revealed that
some episodes are more feedback-oriented and others more reflection-oriented.
While a variety of interactional factors have been considered, some prefatory interactional work either through the establishment of mutual gaze between the mentor
and the teacher or through preliminary queries seemed to be key. In particular,
teachers seem more ready to entertain reflection-oriented questions when the queries are prefaced with interactional work rather than using as an episode opening
question.
Our analysis of the micro-level details of interactional behavior reveals the ways
in which the mentors enact different professional roles (feedback provider vs. reflection facilitator) in a role-set (Merton 1968). These interactional features include
gaze establishment as well as types and sequential placement of questions.
Establishing mutual gaze seems to be an effective way of preparing interactional
space for an incipient episode. We argue that different roles as enacted by the mentor serve to activate different roles of the teacher in a complementary role structure.

We will not provide transcript for this for the lack of space, but it can be provided as supplementary material per request.
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In other words, by enacting a feedback-provider role, the mentor contributes to
shaping the interaction in a way that places the teacher in a position of responding
to feedback, thus possibly inhibiting the teacher’s reflection orientation.
Alternatively, an episode can be structured in a way that gives a less primary voice
to the mentor and provides more space for the teacher to reflect. This can be done
by preparing interactional space where mutual orientation to each other is revealed
through body posture and gaze. Another way to give a more primary voice to the
teacher is to begin with factual questions light in tone, which serve the purpose of
getting the teachers to start to talk, ideally catalyzing teacher reflection. These features of the mentors’ interactional behavior only come to light through the micro-
analysis of the POCs undertaken with CA. We hope that unpacking these features
will help enhance teacher educators’ and teachers’ understanding of POCs as interactive process.
Atkinson (2012) observes
… reflection needs to be considered as thinking that emerges not solely from the mind of an
individual teacher, but as thinking embedded in and emerging from the contextual and
material conditions structured within competing ideological and discoursive constraints
(Atkinson 2012: 189).

We would like to add that reflection can be considered as thinking which is made
observable through verbalization that unfolds in the matrix of interaction, i.e. as a
discursive process. Interaction provides a public space for verbalizing the thinking.
However, interaction comes with its own sequential structure. We have shown that
the sequential placement of the queries (whether to be prefaced by prefatory interactional work or not) as well as the types of queries can affect how much space the
specific episode can afford for the teacher to reflect.
By drawing attention to the procedural details by which a mentor performs one
role over the other, we hope that the study has shed light on interactional processes
of POCs, which in turn can inform teacher educators about the ways in which they
can better handle the interaction by managing the different roles in the mentor’s
role-set.

9

Pedagogical Implications

Our chapter focuses on teacher professional development. Therefore, we focus on
suggestions for teacher educators in this appendix, but also provide a few suggestions for classroom teachers. Our analysis has shown that post-observation conversations (POCs) can be productive sites for encouraging teacher reflection.
Specifically, we found that the potential for teacher reflection is influenced by how
the mentor role-set is interactionally played out. And so, we suggest that mentors
need to be clear about the primary role to be adopted in a particular POC. Being
aware of potentially conflicting roles is a good starting point for teacher educators
when trying to distance themselves from being the feedback-provider in a POC. Just
as teacher reflection is thinking that unfolds within a discursive process, mentoring
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to encourage reflection requires thoughtful attention to the interactional procedures
of this speech event. A steady focus on facilitating reflection can lead to a series of
decisions about how best to manage the evolving POC.
When consciously taking on the role of a reflection-facilitator, mentors need to
work consistently toward letting the teacher’s voice be the primary one. This can be
done, to some extent, by asking simple and factual questions, which can help refresh
the teacher’s memory of the decisions she made during the lesson and the reason
behind it. Our analysis suggests that mentors can better tune into teacher readiness
for reflection by attending to the teacher’s gaze and bodily position. When the teacher’s gaze and bodily position are clearly focused toward the video or other materials,
the mentor might need to undertake some interactional work to engage the teacher.
While mutual gaze establishment and bodily orientation does not always mean
interactional alignment, they are clear indicators which mentors can watch out for
and respond to in order to better facilitate subsequent discussion. As the teacher
might expect feedback as the default position of a POC, the mentor needs to attend
more to the teacher and less to any specific point the mentor wishes to raise. This
attention by the mentor can help to avoid sequentially premature efforts to push or
rush the reflection.
In the role of a reflection-facilitator, the mentor needs to be ready to engage in
the necessary, preliminary work which prepares the teacher for reflection. This can
include, for example, establishing mutual gaze with the teacher while employing
factual comments/questions about what the teacher was doing in the lesson. That
way, the mentor can invite the teacher to verbalize thought without imposing the
mentor’s agenda. This preliminary work can occur over multiple exchanges which
address the teacher’s current thoughts and concerns before moving on to challenge
teacher conceptions or encourage reflection, as in Excerpts 7-1 and 7-2. This preliminary work can also help to align the mentor with the teacher and give the teacher
space to become the primary voice within the POC. This can also help to catalyze
the teacher’s thinking and set the stage for fruitful reflection.
For the classroom teacher, our analysis suggests two points. First, since the mentor role-set is comprised of a variety of different roles which might be apparent at
different points in the conversation, it would not be surprising for teachers to feel
they are being asked to manage not one conversation but many conversations within
the same POC. For example, there might be episodes oriented toward feedback,
toward reflection, or simply toward seeking clarification. It might be useful for
teachers to seek their own clarifications by asking mentors about the purpose of
particular questions or lines of discussion. While we have limited evidence of this
type of clarification-seeking from teachers, we do see this in Excerpt 2. Though that
episode did not seem to provoke teacher-reflection, the teacher’s question (line 06)
did encourage the mentor to clarify.
We also suggest that teachers can work to have a voice in these interactions by
vocalizing. When teachers vocalized while viewing – even if only summarizing what
they were viewing, as in Excerpt 1 – this gave them a more prominent role in the
POCs as well as serving to facilitate their reflection. It not only meant that the teachers
talked more but it also positioned the mentors as responders to the teacher’s comments.
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Finally, for both teacher educators and teachers, we suggest that the discursive
process is central to teacher reflection (Ashraf and Rarieya 2008, p. 270) and this
process takes time to unfold. On a practical level, it might be useful to mutually
agree on a timeframe for the POC (e.g. 1 h) rather than attempting to work through
a pre-determined set of material (e.g. one lesson video) in order to focus on catalyzing the reflection.FundingThis study was partially funded by Singapore Ministry of
Education (MOE) under the Education Research Funding Programme (OER 40/12
RES) and administered by National Institute of Education (NIE), Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Singapore MOE and NIE.
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